Northern labyrinths: potential for interdisciplinary research and a resource for international tourism
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Abstract. The article presents the scientific rationale for the project of creating a geographic database on northern labyrinths - ancient stone structures and petroglyphs located on the coasts and islands of Northern Europe. The aim of the project is to conduct interdisciplinary research of labyrinths-gnomons (tools for orientation in space and time according to the Sun) as a source of information about ancient marine communications, development of navigation technologies, as well as coastal changes in the Arctic region and climatic rhythms of our planet. The research algorithm includes standard methods of complex geographical descriptions; solution of the equation based on the main trigonometric function; analysis of stable relationships in the system "object - landscape - geographic space - Earth - Universe". The relationship of the structure of labyrinths performing instrumental functions with the geographical latitude, as well as with the long-period rhythms of the planet, which are most clearly manifested in the Arctic region, is considered. The influence of navigation technologies on the physical development of geographic space and its modeling at the local (toponyms), regional (territorial systems and communications) and global levels (modern scientific picture of the world and ancient information models preserved in mythopoetic form) is shown. It is concluded that the creation of a regional geographic database on labyrinths will contribute to the preservation of cultural heritage sites, replenishment of the resources of international tourism in the Arctic region, the development of scientific communications uniting scientists from the northern countries.

1 Introduction

The northern labyrinths are mysterious prehistoric and medieval structures in the form of spirals. They are of great interest to scientists, independent researchers and tourists. Typically, the labyrinths are lined with wild stone or turf, and are located near water or on terraces. The largest number of labyrinths are concentrated on the islands and coasts of northern Europe. Especially many objects have survived on the shores of the Baltic Sea. Their highest density was noted on the Bolshoi Zayatsky Island in the White Sea - more than 30 objects on the area of 1.25 km2. Similar objects are situated in the Mediterranean and the Caucasus, they are found on all continents except Antarctica.

In culture, labyrinths and their images personify happiness - a harmonious human state associated with the fullness of human life, as well as with the understanding of the consistency of all parts of the world around humankind. In the urban environment, the sign is rethought with an exaggerated emphasis on certain semantic elements (for example, in Christian churches, an emphasis is placed on the "wandering of the soul" and the complexity of choosing the path of life). Artificial polarization of meanings made the interpretation of the sign contradictory. However, the geometry of the labyrinth retains the memory of its original instrumental function, using the orientation in geographic visual space and time.

The authors of the article offer a study of the labyrinths based on the methodology of the Russian school of cultural geography. The object of study of cultural geography is the geocultural space as the integrity of nature and culture. Culture is understood as a collective experience of adaptation (super-biological adaptation). The natural environment of the sites is studied using field and cameral methods of geography, landscape science, geomorphology, mathematical and evolutionary geography. The socio-cultural context of cultural heritage objects is considered taking into account particularities of their existence and the environment.
2 Methods of studying the labyrinths as ancient orienteering tools

The project of creating a geographic database on ancient northern labyrinths is based on camera and field research methods. An important source of information is also scientific publications, which provide a versatile description of objects (unfortunately, the literature often does not contain reliable data on the geo-position of objects). For further paleogeographic reconstructions, only those objects for which the possibility of determining the noon, solstice and equinox days has been established can be selected.

The method of determining the instrumental functions of labyrinths is based on the correlation between the elements of their spatial structure and the parameters of the illumination mode (height and azimuth of the Sun). The main element of sundials and calendars is the gnomon (object giving the shadow). The height and location of the gnomon, at which the extreme positions of the shadow coincide with the diameters of the inner and outer arcs of the labyrinth, can be established using equation (1) based on the trigonometric identity \( H = \tan \alpha \cdot A \). Both sides of the equation give the same result - the height of the gnomon and describe the ratio of the angle of incidence of the sunlight (\( \alpha \)) and the length of the shadow (\( A \)): the left one is for summer, the right one is for winter. To the distances measured from the center to the extreme arcs of the labyrinth (in this example - 1 m and 5.5 m), we must add a correction \( x \) in order to accurately determine its position in the center [6]:

\[
\tan 48,47 (1 + x) = \tan 4,97 (5,5 + x)
\] (1)

The greatest number of functions ("compass", clock, calendar) are performed by labyrinths symmetrical relative to the geographic meridian. In them, the diameter of the arcs in the northern direction marks the length of the noon shadow. In other objects, the boundaries of astronomical seasons and other dates are determined only by the azimuths of sunrise/sunset.

The universal algorithm for researching objects with instrumental functions includes the following stages: 1) application of standard methods of description (measurement, comparison); 2) characterization of the enclosing landscape (taking into account the evolution of the natural and climatic situation in the Holocene and geological and geomorphological features, including dominant systems in fracturing of rocks and in the extent of lineaments - linear tectonic structures that are expressed in the landscape); 3) astronomical and paleo-astronomical calculations of the calendar azimuths of sunrise/sunset and the Moon (taking into account the differences between the physical and astronomical horizons), height of the sundial-calendar gnomon and position of the midday shadow by seasons (for geographical coordinates of the object); 4) establishing correlations of the spatial characteristics of the object under study, the enclosing landscape and significant astronomical indicators recorded at a given point; 5)
comparative instrumental capabilities of the object with local and regional tasks of life support in different historical epochs (including analysis of the object location in the system of transport communications). Comprehensive studies of the primary purpose and use of ancient sites also include analysis of the cultural context (adjacent archaeological sites, toponymy, linguistics, mythology, sacred landscape and folk traditions) [7].

3 Geographical reasons for the diversity of labyrinth gnomons

The special geographical location of the Arctic region predetermines the increased dynamism of natural conditions and the display of this diversity in astronomical instruments created on the basis of universal solar technology, priorities of orientation by the Sun in the Arctic are associated with the phenomena of polar days and nights, which occur during the summer period of dynamic economic activity. The most significant calendar dates in extreme climatic conditions are equinoxes, dividing the year into two contrasting parts - warm and cold. The severity of nature, variability of all landscape components and special (more convenient) conditions for astronomical observations well explain the high level of navigational knowledge noted for the peoples of Northern Europe by ancient authors [8]. Let us consider the most significant geographical factors that determine the diversity of stone labyrinths, their location in the landscape, distribution in the regions of Northern Eurasia and the main differences in the drawings.

3.1 Geographical latitude

The points of the ends of the labyrinth spirals form a regular square only at the latitude of Moscow - 55°50'N (Figure 1) because here (and at the same latitude - in the southern hemisphere) the azimuth of sunrise in the days of the solstices is 45° - assuming a straight line of the horizon. To the north of this latitude, the points are shifted to the meridian line, and to the south - to the parallel drawn through the point of installation of the gnomon (Table 1).

Table 1. Sunrise azimuths on the days of the solstices in the latitudes of the temperate zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latitude (°)</th>
<th>Azimuth (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>14.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>12.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>12.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>11.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>11.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 also shows that to the north of the parallel of 55°50'N the azimuths of sunrise on the days of solstice change more dynamically than at latitudes south of it. It can be assumed that such differences in the conditions of solar navigation were one of the reasons for drawing the Arctic border at this latitude (56°N - according to Eudoxus).

To the North of the Arctic Circle, the solstice days fall on polar days and, when the Sun does not cross the horizon line (hence, there are no rising/setting phenomena). Under these conditions, the classical bispiral form of the labyrinth is not relevant, and its appearance may indicate borrowing from other regions.

3.2 Changes to the lighting mode in the course of long-period rhythms

In the Arctic region changes in the light regime during the long-period rhythms of the planet (1850-year rhythm of moistening Shnitnikov-Maksimov, 26,000-year equinox precession cycle, 41,000-year Milankovitch cycle, etc.) are most pronounced. Consequently, objects of this region could accumulate the greatest amount of information. The oldest labyrinths are located in the White Sea and are dated approximately 7000 years ago. For this time (climatic optimum of the Holocene), a warmer climate, a decrease in sea ice coverage and a high productivity of the landscape are noted (the territory of the modern tundra was covered with high-quality forests). The main part of labyrinths in Europe belongs to the Middle Ages - this indicates the long-term preservation of the tradition associated with them.

Of great importance for the development of research on labyrinths and other navigation instruments is the doctrine of the rhythm of natural processes by E.V. Maksimov (Figure 2). The graphs show that the structure of the rhythm is the same regardless of the duration. We can see an immutable sequence of periods: warm-dry (WD), warm-moist (WM), cold-moist (CM), cold-dry (CD). In addition, the global climate model reflects several universal rules: 1) the pulsating nature of rhythms reflects the pulsating nature of the matter development; 2) rhythms have a universal manifestation on Earth and in Space; 3) rhythms manifest synchronously in all natural processes; 4) rhythm implies
a change in the intensity of natural processes over time; 5) rhythms have a reciprocating character of development: in the active phase "two steps forward – step back", in the decay phase – "two steps back – one step forward"; 6) no rhythmic process is set by a "zero" background, but always against the background rhythm of a higher rank; 7) the internal structure of asymmetric rhythms reflects an abrupt change in the tempo of natural processes [9].

The landscape that houses man-made objects has changed over the millennia. Even the most stable component of the landscape - the relief of the earth's surface - has undergone changes. The coastal relief is influenced by several geographic factors: 1) the rate and direction of tectonic movements of the land, 2) natural fluctuations in sea level, 3) the ratio of exogenous abrasion and accumulative processes (erosion/alluvial shores). As a result of the combined action of all these factors, the position of the coastline and the geo-position of the labyrinths changed. Thus, Stone Age labyrinths are often found on high coastal terraces (for example, on B. Zayatsky Island), while younger objects are located near water (Keretsky labyrinth in Krasnaya Luda); some of them are destroyed by waves (labyrinth on Saarema Island, Estonia). Comparison of the age of an object with its position above sea level makes it possible to estimate the rate and direction of geographic processes.

The age of the relief established by different methods (bioindication, archaeological, geomorphological, limnological) varies greatly. For example, according to the estimates of geomorphologists, the drainage of the peninsula, where the Kandalaksha labyrinth is located, occurred about 1,000 years ago. However, the age of the accompanying archaeological finds reaches 1-2 thousand years BC. Another example: according to the dates of the lakes, the land of Bolshoy Solovetsky Island at an altitude of 13 m is no more than 4000 years old, but on the neighboring Bolshoy Zayatsky Island, the radiocarbon analysis of archaeological finds shows 5000 years. The objective reason for such discrepancies is the different rate of tectonic uplifts (key tectonic, differentiated uplifts), which does not allow extrapolating the obtained results to the neighboring land areas. The peculiarity of bioindication methods is the limited time span, which can be dated. For example, the lichen thallus lives no more than 1000 years, after this period, the process of colonizing the surface begins anew. Perhaps, it is the bioindication methods that rejuvenate the age of most labyrinths of Northern Europe. All this increases the value of new methods based on paleo-astronomical and archae-astronomical data.

4 Labyrinths as navigational elements of water communications

4.1 Toponyms and legends as a source of information about ancient navigation tools

In the work "Historical geography of chronicle Russia" V.I. Pararin (1990) showed that archaic toponyms mark the geographical position of objects (geo-position) in the territorial system. The main landmarks are the directions of the sides of the horizon, determined by the Sun. Toponyms denoting the sides of the horizon directly or indirectly reflect the properties of the Sun in a particular position (high, hot, red; low, cold, white) [10]. For example: the Krasnaya Luda Peninsula is the southern point in the once established spatial system.
Toponyms related to navigation technologies (astronomical instruments or events) can also be added to this group of names. For example, the name of Boshoy Zayatsky island, due to the dense arrangement of astronomical instruments, acquires a new semantic connotation, not associated with hunting for animals (zayats is Russian for hare) or collecting eggs (zayayitsky literally for eggs. Yayitsa is Russian for eggs). The word "hare" ("janis") in the traditional culture of the peoples of NW Russia, Finland and the Baltic States is used to designate the days of the summer solstice. Comparison of the long-eared hare with the shape of the gnomon's shadow graph on the summer solstice can explain the choice of this image (as a comparison: Seth, brother of Isis and Osiris, the main gods in the cosmogonic mythology of Ancient Egypt, also appears in the image of a hare). The epithet "sunbeam" - a patch of reflected light - is also associated with navigation technologies. It is known that the reflected or directed beam has an independent meaning - as a pointer, which at a certain time illuminates the elements of ornament or objects that play the role of a dial. But the auxiliary role of a reflecting surface (e.g., water) is also great - to increase the total luminous flux, in order to localize the shadow more accurately. In fairness, it should be noted that June is the peak of hare reproduction, which could be an associative basis for fixing the connection between the astronomical cycle and phenological phenomena in nature.

Ancient legends about the "rejuvenating" apples of Freya and the Minotaur are directly connected with the labyrinths, in which the images appear: an apple (the labyrinth looks like an apple in section), a spear (gnomon) and a rope (a flexible tool that can replace a compass, a ruler, a right triangle). Mythopoetic plots with the participation of a bull acquire new content, if we take into account that the bull = an image of time.

4.2 Archaeological and historical evidence of ancient communication networks

The most ancient is the description of the Northern Sea Route, left by the ancient Greek traveler Pytheas, who reached "the last Fule (Thule) by ship". It is generally accepted that the word "thule" is the name of an island. However, it is difficult to imagine several islands with the same name. On the other hand, in the languages of the peoples living in the area of the northern labyrinths, "thule" means "light" (Karelian language) and "instrument" (English).

The first known settlements on the White Sea coast of Karelia date back to the Middle Mesolithic, which coincides with the climatic optimum of the Holocene. The plots of the White Sea petroglyphs show that this time is characterized by a high level of navigation development (images of boats with a capacity of up to 10 people, sea animals catching, etc.). At the end of the 15th - beginning of the 16th century the trade route from Pomorie to Sweden passed here. In 1837, Elias Lönnroth, a researcher of the Karelian epic wrote in his diary that "from mid-March to the end of May, carts pass through Keret to Kandalaksha and from there people go fishing and hunting in the Arctic Ocean".

4.3 Symbolism of signs, derived from technologies for measuring space and time

Galileo Galilei’s ingenious idea that Nature speaks to us in the language of geometry, the letters of which are simple figures - circles, lines, triangles - "without them, wandering in a labyrinth is in vain." Comparison of the structure of labyrinths with the graphs of the light and shadow movement of the gnomon allows us to make sure that the primary symbolism of geometric signs and their artistic transformations correlates with the vital processes of nature. The points located to SW and SE from the center of the labyrinth (the ends of the spirals) constrain the graph of the shadow of the longest day, creating the contour of the pyramid. The points at NW and NE from the center of the labyrinth constrain the graph of the shortest winter day, reminiscent of belligerently raised horns. Drawing shadow graphs for a year gives the labrys, a two-sided two-horned axe: according to the legends, the goddess of chaos Neth (Ancient Egypt), the Titanide Rhea and Zeus, the god of light (Ancient Greece).

The two spirals of the classical labyrinth also symbolize the observed natural processes - the spiral trajectories of the rising and falling sun between the solstice days. These spirals are similar in shape, but opposite in direction and meaning. At the same time, they are inseparable in an integral annual cycle, and are one as day and night, light and shadow. The embodiment of these spirals can be considered the images of two snakes: in the labyrinth, in the gnomon-caduceus, as well as the serpent in the hands of the Cretan mother goddess and the snakes “holding the sky” (in the myths of the peoples of the world). Many signs and images are the result of the division and personalization of parts of a single time, hence their ability to reincarnation (for example, Zeus appears in the images of a snake, bull, eagle, etc. like the Sun passing through different constellations of the Zodiac).

5 Conclusion

The northern labyrinths can be viewed as a valuable source of information on the development of nature and culture. To carry out systematic studies, it is necessary to create a database indicating: 1. geographic coordinates of the central points; 2. true (geographic) azimuths; 3. shape of the physical horizon (circular panorama); 4. age of relief elements (coastal terraces) on which labyrinths are located; 5. dating of labyrinths obtained on the basis of paleoastronomical calculations. Scientific tourism can make a great contribution to the implementation of the project, as a supplier of GPS-data on geo-location and objects and as a new stimulus for the development of ancient communications.
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